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Abstract. The paper deals with integration of distributed fragmented collections 
of data, being the basis for virtual repositories in the data grid or P2P 
architecture. The core of the described architecture is based on the Stack-Based 
Query Language (SBQL) and virtual updateable SBQL views. Our virtual 
repository transparently integrates distributed, heterogeneous and fragmented 
data producing conceptually and semantically coherent result. In the background 
the system is based on the P2P architecture. We provide three examples of data 
integration procedures, for either horizontal and vertical fragmentation. The 
procedures are implemented under the integrator prototype. 

1   Introduction 

A virtual repository becomes an increasingly popular concept in database environments 
as a mean to achieve many forms of transparent access to distributed resources 
applicable, in particular, in e-Government, e-University or e-Hospital. Data must be 
accessible from anywhere, at any time, regardless of its location and a form it is stored 
in. There are many approaches attempting to realize such an idea. Some of them are 
based on semantic data description and ontology usage extended with logic-based 
programs striving to understand users needs, collect data and transform it to a desired 
form (RDF, RDFQL, OWL). Commercial systems like Oracle-10G offer a flexible 
execution of distributed queries but they are still limited by a data model and SQL, not 
quite efficient and convenient for the case. Our novel system offers features necessary to 
build such a virtual repository. It keeps programming very simple. The main idea is 
based on P2P networks as a model for connecting clients and repositories combined 
with a powerful viewing system [2] enabling users to access data exactly in a desired 
form [8]. This viewing system also allows an easy-to-operate mechanism for integration 
of fragmented data collections into a consistent virtual whole. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the idea of a data 
grid based on a virtual repository. Section 3 presents a virtual network basis for a data 
grid. Section 4 presents integration details and section 5 three examples of integration. 
Section 6 concludes. 

2   Distributed Data in Virtual Repository 

The main difficulty of the described virtual repository concept is that neither data nor 
services can be copied, replicated and maintained in the centralized server. They are 
to be supplied, stored, processed and maintained on their autonomous sites [6, 7]. The 
external resources should be easily pluggable into the system as well as users can 
appear and disappear unexpectedly. Such a system, by a similarity to an electric grid,  
is called a grid database or a data grid [1, 9]. 

A user as well as a resource provider may plug into a virtual repository and use its 
resources according to his or her requirements, availability of the resources and 
assigned privileges. The goal of our research is to design a platform where all users 
and providers are able to access multiple distributed resources and to work on the 
ground of a global schema for all the accessible data and services. A virtual repository 
should present a middleware supplying a fully transparent access to distributed, 
heterogeneous and fragmented resources from its clients [8]. 

In the system we distinguish two kinds of data schemata. The first one, named  
contributory schema, is the description of a local resource acceptable for the virtual 
repository. A virtual repository can deal only with the data that is exported by the 
decision of a local administrator. Another reason for limited access to local resources 
is some consortium agreement, which is established for the virtual repository. The 
agreement has certain business goals and need not to accept any data from any 
provider [3, 5].  

The second schema, named grid schema or user schema, describes global data and 
services available for clients. The task of a virtual repository system is to transform 
data from local contributory schemata into a global user schema. The transformation 
can perform more sophisticated homogenization of data and integration of fragmented 
collections. This is done by updateable views that are able to perform any data 
transformation and support view updates with no limitation that are common in other 
similar systems. Our views have the full algorithmic power of programming 
languages, thus are much more powerful than e.g. SQL views. 

The global infrastructure is responsible for managing grid contents through access 
permissions, discovering data and resources, controlling location of resources and 
indexing whole grid attributes. The design and implementation challenge is a method 
of combining and enabling free bidirectional processing of contents of local clients 
and resource providers participating in the global virtual store [8]. 

 Each resources provider possesses a view which transforms its local share into an 
acceptable contribution, a contributory view. Providers may also use extended 
wrappers to existing DBMS systems [6, 7]. Similarly, a client uses a grid view to 
consume needed resources in a form acceptable for his or her applications. This view 
is performing the main task of data transformation and its designer must be aware of 
data fragmentation, replication, redundancies, etc. [3, 5] This transformation may be 
described by an integration schema prepared by business experts or being a result of 
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automatic semantic-based analysis. The problem is how to allow transparent plugging 
in new resources and incorporate them into existing and working views. This question 
is discussed in the next section. 

3   Virtual Network for Distributed Resources 

The idea of a database communication in a grid architecture relies on transparent 
processing data from all database engines plugged to a virtual repository. Our 
approach deals not only with an architecture and features of the network, but also with 
additional mechanisms to ensure: (1) users joining, (2) transparent integration of 
resources, (3) trust infrastructure for contributing participants. The general 
architecture of a virtual network concept solves the above issues through a 
middleware platform mechanisms designed for an easy and scalable integration of a 
community of database users. It creates an abstraction method for a communication in 
a grid community, resulting in an unique and simple database grid, processed in a 
parallel peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture [8] realized with the JXTA package [14]. 

Our investigations concerning distributed and parallel systems like Edutella [10] 
and OGSA [11] have led us to conclusion that a database grid should be independent 
of TCP/IP stack limitations, e.g. firewalls, NAT systems and encapsulated private 
corporate restrictions. The network processes (such as an access to the resources,  
joining and leaving the grid) should be transparent for the participants. 

User’s grid interfaces – in this proposal database engines – are placed over the P2P 
network middleware. DBMS-s work as heterogeneous data stores, but in fact they are 
transparently integrated in the virtual repository. Users can process their own local 
data schemata and also use business information from global schema available for all 
contributors. This part of a data grid activity is implemented with top-level user 
applications available through database engines and SBQL query language [12, 13], 
see OODBMS Engines Layer in Figure 1. In such an architecture, databases connected 
to the virtual network peer applications arrange unique parallel communication 
between physical computers for an unlimited business information exchange. 

Our virtual network has a centralized architecture whose crucial element is a 
central management unit (CMU) – see Figure 1. In the virtual network there can exist 
only one CMU peer being responsible for a data grid's lifetime. Besides, it manages 
the virtual repository integrity and resource accessibility. Inside the P2P network 
level, the CMU is responsible for creating and managing the grid network – this 
means that CMU creates a peer group which is dedicated to linking data grid 
participants. The CMU also maintains this peer group. For regular grid contributors 
the virtual network is equipped with participant’s communication peers. They are 
interfaces to the virtual repository for OODBMS user’s engines. Each database has its 
unique name in local and global schemata which is bound with the peer unique name 
in the virtual network. If a current database IDs are stored in the CMU, a user can 
cooperate with the peer group and process information in the virtual repository 
(according to a trust infrastructure) through a database engine with a transparent peer 
application. Unique peer identifiers are a part of P2P implementation of JXTA 
platform [14, 15]. A peer contains a separate embedded protocol for a local 
communication with OODBMS engine and separate ones for cooperating with an 
applicable JXTA mechanism and whole virtual network. All exceptions concerning  
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a local database operation, a virtual network availability and a TCP/IP network state 
are handled by a peer application responsible for a local part of grid maintenance. 
Notice that in one local environment there are residing two separate applications (a 
P2P virtual network application and a database engine) composing (in grid aspects) 
one logical application [8]. 

OODBMS Engines Layer

P2P Applications Virtual Network
Grid Middleware Layer

- Transport Platform

TCP/IP Networks
Phisical Computers

Private Network
behind NAT

Private Network
behind NAT

Central
Management
Unit

 

Fig. 1. Data grid communication layers and their dependencies 

4   Transparent Integration Via Viewing System and Global Index 

The presented virtual repository based on a P2P networking must be permanently 
updated and this is the most important aspect of its operation. For an easy 
management of the virtual repository’s content, we have equipped the CMU with a 
global index mechanism, which covers technical networking details, management 
activities and also is a tool for efficient programming in a dynamically changing 
environment. The global index not necessarily has to be really centralized as there are 
many ways to distribute its tasks. The system needs this kind of additional control and 
it does not matter how it is organized. Its tasks are: (1) controlling grid views 
available for users, (2) keeping information on connected peers, (3) keeping network 
statistics, (4) registering and storing information on available resources. 

The global index is a complex object which can be accessed with SBQL syntax (as 
a typical database object) on every database engine plugged into the virtual 
repository. This means that we can evaluate the queries on its contents. There is 
however one substantial difference from processing typical virtual repository’s 
objects – as a result of an expression evaluation CMU can return only an actual 
content of index, like a list of on-line grid participants. 

The global index is the basic source of knowledge about the content of the virtual 
repository. Basing on indexed information referring the views' system we can easily 
integrate any remote data inside the virtual repository. If the data have been indexed 
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already, it can be transparently processed without any additional external interference.  
The global index has a specified structure which is a reflection of a global schema and 
contains mainly additional objects for characterizing the type of a data fragmentation. 
These objects are dynamically managed through the views' systems whenever a 
virtual repository contents undergoes a change (e.g. when a resource joins or 
disconnects). The global index keeps also dependencies between particular objects 
(complexity of the objects, etc.) as they are established in the global schema. 

Each indexed object in the global index is equipped with a special object called 
HFrag (horizontal fragmentation) or VFrag (vertical fragmentation). Each of them 
keeps a special attribute named ServerName, whose content is a remote object – an 
identifier of a remote data resource (see fig. 5 and 7). If any new resource appears in a 
virtual repository, there will be added a suitable ServerName into the global index 
automatically with appropriate information about it. 

Accessing the remote data can be achieved by calling the global index with: 

GlobalIndex.Name_of_object_from_global_scheme.(Name_of_subobject). 
HFrag_or_VFrag_object.ServerName_object; 

Because every change of the virtual repository’s content is denoted in the global 
index, accessing data in this way is the only correct one. 

Since every reference to a remote object must explicitly contain its location (a 
server it resides on), such a procedure would be too complicated for grid participants. 
Moreover, it would not accomplish with transparency requirements and would 
complicate an automation of multiple resources integration process. Thus, we have 
decided to cover this stage together with automation of integration process behind a 
special procedure exploiting updatable object views mechanism [4]. The process is 
described in the next section. 

5   Examples of  Integrators Action 

We introduce examples showing how our automatic integration procedure works. The 
basic mechanism we utilize during the integration process is presented by object 
updatable views. Figure 2 depicts the virtual repository objects accessible through 
self-operating integrators on a distributed databases. Basing on this object structure 
we create our integrator examples. As the first one we introduce the easiest type of an 
integration of fragmented objects – a horizontal fragmentation, as the second we 
present more complicated type of fragmentation – a vertical one. After these two 
examples we describe an example from a real life – a mixed fragmentation which is a 
composition of two above. 

Ward [1..*] 

Name
ID

* ► worksIn* ► worksIn Patient [1..*]

Name
Address
Disease
PESEL

Doctor[1..*]

isAssignedTo◄
► heals

manager ◄Name
Surname

 

Fig. 2. Virtual repository data schema 
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In all examples we create virtual objects explicitly, what implies that a grid 
designer must be aware of fragmented objects in the grid schema. He or she doesn’t 
need any knowledge of the fragmentation details, but must know which objects are 
fragmented. The rest of the integration process is executed automatically through 
SBQL [12, 13] syntactic transformations. 

5.1   Horizontal Fragmentation Case 

The first example realizes a transparent integration process concerning a horizontal 
fragmentation of Doctor and Ward objects (Figure 2). These complex objects are 
stored on two different servers, but the data structure for each sever is the same (see 
Figure 3), and the corresponding global index content is presented in Figure 7 (see 
part of GlobalIndex object and subobjects Ward and Doctor). 

The situation where data is horizontally fragmented in distributed resources forces 
merging all data as a one virtual structure, transparently achieved by all grid’s clients. 
This process can be done by employment the union operator (like in [2]) in updatable 
object views. Because in the current example we call GlobalIndex objects, this 
operation is performed automatically. Thus we do not need  this operator explicitly. 
The logical schema of this operation is presented in Figure 3. 

ServerA

ServerB

DoctorGrid
[1..*]

Name
Surname

Merging to one virtual object

WardGrid
[1..*]

Name
ID

Ward[1..*]
Name
ID

Ward[1..*]
Name
ID

Doctor[1..*]
Name
Surname

Doctor[1..*]
Name
Surname

Doctor[1..*]
Name
Surname

Merging to one virtual object

 

Fig. 3. Integration of distributed databases (with identical data structure) into one virtual 
structure for virtual repository 

The following query presents the use of the defined view (names of all doctors 
working in the cardiac surgery ward): 

(DoctorGrid where WorksIn.WardGrid.Name = “cardiac surgery”).Name; 
The DoctorGrid and WardGrid virtual objects definitions are as follows: 

 
create view DoctorGridDef { 

virtual_objects DoctorGrid { 
//create and return remote not fragmented objects doc 

return (GlobalIndex.Doctor.HFrag.ServerName).Doctor as doc}; 
//the result of virtual objects retrieval 
     on_retrieve do {return deref(doc)}; 
 create view NameDef { 
//create a virtual subobjects Name of DoctorGrid object 

virtual_objects Name {return doc.Name as dn}; 
//the result of virtual objects retrieval 
  on_retrieve do {return deref(dn)};}; 
 

create view SurnameDef {//…}; 
 
create view worksInDef { 

       virtual_pointers worksIn { return doc.WorksIn as wi}; 
       on_retrieve do {return deref(wi)};}; 
}; 
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create view WardGridDef { 
    virtual_objects WardGrid { 

return (GlobalIndex.Ward.HFrag.ServerName).Ward as war}; 
    on_retrieve do {return deref(war)};  

 
create view NameDef { 
    virtual_objects Name {return war.Name as wn}; 
    on_retrieve do {return deref(wn)}; 
create view IDDef {//…}; 

}; 

5.2   Vertical Fragmentation Case 

The second example depicts a transparent integration process concerning vertical 
fragmentation, which is more complicated, because we must join different data 
structures stored on physically separated servers. For solving this problem we use the 
join operator with a join predicate specific for appropriate integration of distributed 
objects. The database schema (according to the global schema) is presented in Figure 
2, where the complex object Patient is placed on three different servers and the data 
structure of stored objects is different, Figure 4. The corresponding global index 
content is presented in Figure 5. 

ServerA

ServerB

ServerC

Joining to one virtual object

PatientGrid
[1..*]

Name
Address
Disease
PESEL

PatientGrid
[1..*]

Name
Address
Disease
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Name
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Name
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Address
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Address
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Disease
PESEL

Patient[1..*]
Disease
PESEL  

Fig. 4. Integration of distributed databases (with different data structure) into one virtual 
structure for a virtual repository 

GlobalIndex

Patient

VFrag
ServerName: “ServerA” ServerName: “ServerB” ServerName: “ServerC”

PESEL

VFrag
ServerName: “ServerA” ServerName: “ServerB” ServerName: “ServerC”

Address

VFrag
ServerName: “ServerB”

Disease

VFrag
ServerName: “ServerC”

Name

VFrag
ServerName: “ServerA”

 

Fig. 5. The contents of CMU global index for the example of vertical fragmentation 

The conclusion about a grid structure from the above example is that each server 
participating the virtual repository has a differential structure of stored data except for 
the PESEL object (the unique patient person identifier) which has an identical content 
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on each server. We utilize the knowledge about the PESEL object and its content to 
make a “join” on the fragmented Patient object. The PESEL attribute is an unique 
identifier (predicate) for joining distributed objects into a virtual one. 

This integration for a vertical fragmentation can be exemplified with the query 
evaluation where we retrieve names of all patients suffering from cancer: 
(PatientGrid where Disease = “cancer”).Name; 

The PatientGrid virtual objects definitions (through object views) are following: 
 
create view PatientGridDef { 
//create and return remote not fragmented  Patient objects 

virtual_objects PatientGrid {   
    return { (((GlobalIndex.Patient.VFrag.ServerName).Patient as pat).( 
    ((pat where exist(Name)) as pn) join 
    ((pat where exist(Address)) as pa where pa.PESEL = pn.PESEL) join 
    ((pat where exist(Disease)) as pd where pd.PESEL = pn.PESEL)).( 

pn.Name as Name, pn.PESEL as PESEL, pa.Address as Address, 
pd.Disease as Disease)) as Patients }; 

//the result of virtual objects retrieval 
on_retrieve do {return deref(Patients)}; 
 
create view PatNameDef { 

virtual_objects Name {return Patients.Name as PatN}; 
on_retrieve do {return deref(PatN)};  
 
create view PatDiseaseDef { 

virtual_objects Disease {return Patients.Disease as PatD}; 
 on_retrieve do {return deref(PatD)}; 
}; 

5.3   Mixed Fragmentation Case 

Basing on approaches presented, defining an integration mechanism for objects 
fragmented horizontally and vertically together is easy. In order to do so, we must 
combine them into a specific model. If we mix above examples, at first, we must 
define a joining procedures for vertical fragmentations in views. After this, the 
resulting virtual objects must be merged with existing physical objects in a horizontal 
fragmentation by creating union view’s procedures. As a result, this combination of 
views generates complete virtual objects.  

The current example shows a method of creating virtual objects from a mixed 
fragmentation including extended dependencies between objects in resources having 
the same structure, but different data content. This is the most often situation 
encountered in business data processing, like our health centre data processing system 
(Figure 2). If we assume that every health agency has different location and a some of 
them are equipped with a data store containing information of their doctors and 
wards, then we will deal with a horizontal fragmentation of “Doctor” and “Ward” 
objects within the exampled system. Every health agency must be also equipped with 
a database of their patients. This is represented with “Patient” complex objects. 

Because these agencies serve specialistic health services according to their 
specified roles as health institutions (hospitals, clinics, etc.), the situation in data 
fragmentation becomes more complicated. The patient’s personal data should be the 
same in every health agency, but their treatment history or medicines prescribed are 
different in every place. Moreover, in the system also stores separately the archival  
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ServerC
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PESEL
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Fig. 6. Integration of distributed databases (with mixed object fragmentation) into one virtual 
structure for a virtual repository 
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Fig. 7. The contents of CMU global index for example of mixed fragmentation  
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data. In this case we deal with a mixed form of a data fragmentation. Health-related 
patient’s data  are fragmented vertically on different servers where their personal data, 
in fact, creates implicit replicas. In this situation we also assume that for each 
“Patient” object in a mixed fragmentation we have their “PESEL” subobjects – id 
number with identical content in every resource. We utilize the knowledge about 
“PESEL” content to make join on the fragmented “Patient” objects. The PESEL 
attribute is an unique identifier (predicate) for joining distributed objects into a virtual 
one. Please notice that in the current example we know explicitly which objects are 
fragmented and how. This situation is depicted in Figure 6, according this, the content 
of central index is in Figure 7. 

In the example where we want to obtain a list of diseases of the patients assigned to 
a doctor named Smith. A query formulated according to specified views definitions 
should be following: 

(PatientGrid where isAssignedTo.DoctorGrid.Surname = “Smith”).Disease; 

The DoctorGrid virtual objects definitions (through object views) are the same as 
in the example in section 5.1 (horizontal fragmentation), PatientGrid objects must be 
defined differently, because we must consider dependencies between objects and its 
contents in different resources, in this example we deal with implicit object replicas: 

 

create view DoctorGridDef { 
//as in the example of a horizontal fragmentation, section 5.1 
}; 
 
create view PatientGridDef { 
//below procedure integrates all physical “Patient” objects into complete virtual objects “PatientGrid” 
independent of fragmentation issues, please notice that some objects may have data replicas which are not 
known explicitly for a virtual repository creator (like personal data) 

virtual_objects PatientGrid {  
    return { 

//create a bag of identifiers to all distributed Patient objects  
bag ((GlobalIndex.Patient.HFrag.ServerName).Patient as patH), 

  (GlobalIndex.Patient.VFrag.ServerName).Patient as patV)). 
//create a list of all PESEL objects from all servers excluding repetitions as uniquePesel 

((distinct(patH.PESEL) as uniquePesel). 
//basing on the unique pesel list, for each unique pesel create bags containing references to Patient objects 
with the current pesel from every remote resource/server accessible as Patients virtual object 

bag((ref PatH where PESEL = uniquePesel), 
(ref PatV where PESEL = uniquePesel))) as Patients };   

//as a result we get as many Patient objects as instances of unique PESEL objects available  from all 
servers, please notice that some PatientGrid objects can have replicas with personal data objects such 
Name, Surname, Address, PESEL, moreover to solve the situation where query about Name returns a 
number names for one PESEL we propose additional procedures of retrieving and calling these objects 
separately.  

}; 
//return a complete information about every Patient 

on_retrieve do { return deref(Patients) }; 
//define an access procedures to achieve Name objects 

create view NameDef { 
   virtual_objects Name {return distinct(Patients.Name as PatNam}; 

//return remote not fragmented Name objects without repetitions 
   on_retrieve do {return deref(distinct(PatNam))}; 
}; 

 

//define an access procedures to achieve Disease objects 
create view DiseaseDef { 
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   virtual_objects Disease {return distinct(Patients.Disease as PatDis}; 
//return remote not fragmented Disease objects without repetitions 

   on_retrieve do {return deref(distinct(PatDis))}; 
}; 
 

//here should be situated subview definitions for following objects: Surname, Address, Medicines, PESEL 
 
//here is a virtual pointer definition for Patients and their assigned Doctors 

create view isAssignedToDef { 
         virtual_pointers isAssignedTo {return Patients.isAssignedTo as iat}; 
         on_retrieve do {return deref(iat)}; 
     }; 
}; 
 

The above example is shortened so that it demonstrates only the necessary 
procedures of integrating vertically fragmented objects. There are no limitations in 
designing a fully automatic integration process by extending the above views with the 
integration routines (like for “Disease” and “Name” objects) for every object indexed 
in the CMU global index.  

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented an implemented prototype technology addressing 
integration of distributed, heterogeneous and fragmented resources through a virtual 
repository based on the P2P paradigm. Due to the paper size limits we are unable to 
illustrate all the cases, combinations and issues of a transparent integration of 
resources, however we will do our best to present more solutions in future 
publications. We have proposed the methodology to accomplish the process of 
integration and we have implemented virtual repository software supporting this 
methodology. The results are illustrated through examples of different data 
fragmentation. Our solution utilizes a consistent combination of several technologies, 
such as P2P networks (JXTA), SBA object-oriented databases and their query 
language SBQL with virtual updatable views. Our preliminary implementation solves 
a very important issue of independence between technical aspects of a distributed data 
structure management (including additional issues such as participants incorporation, 
resource contribution) and a logical virtual repository content scalability (business 
information processing). We expect that the presented methods of integration of 
fragmented data will be efficient and fully scalable. These factors will be tested 
within our implemented prototype. 

The future work is oriented on extending the presented idea with new 
functionalities permitting solving more complex situations, in particular, when 
distributed resources have additional challenges, such as replicas and redundancies. 
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